Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Pain represents the most commonly reported health problem in the clinical setting as well as in the general population. Its inadequate control is a persistent, major, unmet need in medicine worldwide \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Acute pain is activated by a specific disease or injury, while chronic pain is recognized as a disease in its own right \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. The most common types of acute and chronic pain based on etiology and clinical presentation include nociceptive, inflammatory and neuropathic syndromes. Nociceptive pain, frequently accompanied by inflammation, occurs because of stimulation of unaltered nociceptors by external stimuli and/or release of pain-causing substances \[[@CR5]\]. In women, it is significantly influenced by the menstrual cycle \[[@CR6]\]. Usually, in inflammatory pain, the tissue damage is responsible for the activation of inflammatory mediators implicated in the potentiation of pain. The inflammatory process has a protective role by activating the immune system. This adaptive function is one that can exacerbate painful symptoms. The inflammatory cascade is complex but the discontinuation of the inflammatory process represents a potential target to reduce painful conditions \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Inflammatory pain reflects sensitization mechanisms, whose consequences are hyperalgesia and/or allodynia. Sensitization can occur at both the peripheral and central level \[[@CR5]\]. Its origin is also mediated by mast cells and neuroinflammation \[[@CR8]\]. When acute pain progresses through central sensitization to chronic pain, inflammation and inflammatory pain may persist \[[@CR9]\] and become chronic pain \[[@CR10]\].

Recent population-based surveys conducted in major European countries have found that chronic pain was reported in 25--35% of adults \[[@CR1], [@CR11], [@CR12]\]. A study showed that 79% of patients suffering from chronic pain continued to report they were suffering from pain after 4 years \[[@CR13]\]. Lower back and neck pains are the leading global causes of disability in Europe \[[@CR14]\]. The presence of neuropathic pain is associated with an increased disease burden in chronic pain patients, dramatically affecting their quality of life and direct medical costs \[[@CR11]\].

Detailed recommendations on the use of various treatments used to manage pain have been published by multiple national and international scientific societies \[[@CR15]\]. Some guidelines are related to specific pain conditions including osteoarthritis \[[@CR16]\], fibromyalgia \[[@CR17]\], low back pain \[[@CR18]\] and neuropathic pain \[[@CR19]\], and some also focus on special populations like the elderly \[[@CR20]\]. In all cases, graded approaches are recommended together with individualized management \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. The World Health Organization (WHO) "pain ladder" for analgesics has guided clinicians in managing pain for many years \[[@CR24]\]. However, this ladder has repeatedly been challenged \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], and its relevance to inflammatory pain is minimal. The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) classification of analgesics \[[@CR27]\], based on how drugs modify pathophysiologic pain mechanisms, may be most appropriate for the management of acute and chronic pain conditions.

This Expert Consensus Document is intended to advise physicians of the opinion of a Pain International Expert Group concerning chronic inflammatory pain management. It has been developed by reviewing the current literature on inflammatory pain and its pharmacologic management to provide evidence-based clinical recommendations for appropriate treatment.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

This study was based on an initial project of the Paolo Procacci Foundation (PPF), a non-profit organization, whose purpose is the study of pain management. An international group of experts in pain management, pharmacology, neurology and rheumatology, constituting the Expert Group, was put together to discuss the topic. The Members were selected by the Scientific Committee of the PPF based on their specialty, scientific experience and previous work for scientific societies and/or for similar projects. All were experienced with studies based on Delphi methodology, review articles and meta-analysis and had at least 10 years' experience in pain management. A modified Delphi model was used. The first meeting objective was to make clear the finality of the Expert Group and identify the most relevant area of interest, which would have represented the topics discussed in the final document. The Expert Group agreed to critically assess published evidence on the management of inflammatory pain and to develop practical recommendations on the pharmacologic treatment of inflammatory pain. The initial discussion was based on each individual experience and was focused on the acceptance of the proposed relevant areas, agreed upon if they got at least 70% approval by the panelists, using a 11-point numerical rating scale (0--10). The initial proposals are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1List of initial proposals1Inflammation2Peripheral inflammation3Inflammatory pain4Neuroinflammation and neurogenic pain5Postoperative pain6Traumatic pain7Clinical conditions of inflammatory pain8Pain management9Pharmacologic approaches to inflammatory pain10Peripheral vs. central mechanisms of currently available analgesics11Safety issues in at-risk patients12Ideal analgesics for inflammatory pain and possible future developments

At the end of the first meeting, the accepted proposals were distributed, based on the specific background of the experts. The authors are experts and key opinion leaders in their field and have expert familiarity with the relevant peer-reviewed literature. Experts were asked to consider relevant articles of high quality (clinical trials, systematic reviews, meta-analyses only) published in English in the last 10 years. Further bibliographic information was obtained from the articles chosen, when necessary, for older sources of value. For each topic, a draft report was prepared and circulated among all the members of the Expert Group. Following preparation of the revised draft, each topic was addressed to the Core Writing Panel (JVP and GV) who prepared the first draft of the entire paper that was then examined during a second meeting of the group. An anonymous vote was taken in the second meeting.

During this meeting, each single selected topic was thoroughly discussed. Each statement concerning the summary of current evidence was evaluated based on level of evidence (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), refined and approved by at least seven members of the panel, regarding both content and wording. Only papers approved as level A or level B were accepted for this "expert opinion." The Core Writing Panel then incorporated all the suggestions raised during the second meeting and prepared the final draft. An updated literature search was performed and the most recent available evidence included.Table 2Level of evidence for the selected and discussed papersLevel of evidenceAData derived from multiple randomized clinical trials and/or review article and meta-analysisBData derived from a single randomized clinical trial or nonrandomized studiesCConsensus opinion of experts

This revised document was then sent to all the members of the Expert Group for the final review. Any changes resulting from last comments received by the experts were shared and included by general agreement among all the member of the group, resulting in the final version of this expert opinion paper.

This is a review and Expert Consensus document based on previously conducted studies and does not contain any studies with human participants or animals performed by any of the authors.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

The initial list of proposed topics (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), at the end of the first meeting, was only partially approved (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), and only seven topics to discuss were agreed upon with \> 70%: inflammation; peripheral inflammation; neuroinflammation and neurogenic pain; clinical conditions of inflammatory pain; pharmacologic approaches to inflammatory pain; peripheral versus central mechanisms of currently available analgesics; safety issues in at-risk patients.Table 3Approved topics for discussion1Inflammation82%2Peripheral inflammation74%3Inflammatory pain41%4Neuroinflammation and neurogenic pain73%5Postoperative pain55%6Traumatic pain55%7Clinical conditions of inflammatory pain71%8Pain management67%9Pharmacologic approaches to inflammatory pain84%10Peripheral vs. central mechanisms of currently available analgesics72%11Safety issues in at-risk patients88%12Ideal analgesics for inflammatory pain and possible future developments51%

Inflammation {#Sec4}
------------

Inflammation is a complex coordinated cascade of events in response to noxious stimuli \[[@CR28]\]. As an adaptive response, inflammation offers rapid response to injury by promoting repair while protecting the damaged tissue \[[@CR28]\]. At the same time, the inflammatory response may itself damage host tissue and cause organ dysfunction \[[@CR8], [@CR29]\]. A review points out that the fundamental problem with inflammation is not how often it starts, but how often it fails to subside \[[@CR30]\]. Non-resolving inflammation is one of the principal contributors to the medical burden and is involved in many chronic diseases \[[@CR9]\]. Inflammation is particularly insidious where the peripheral and central nervous systems are involved ('neuroinflammation'), playing an important role in the pathogenesis of acute and chronic pain \[[@CR31]\] as well as chronic neurodegenerative diseases \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\] and neuropsychiatric illness \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\].

Peripheral Inflammation {#Sec5}
-----------------------

Acute peripheral inflammation occurs after injury and/or infection, and it may be associated with acute inflammatory pain. After tissue damage, local macrophages release mediators that result in the so-called inflammatory response. Inflammatory mediators acidify the tissue, which activates nociceptive primary afferent neurons and lowers their signaling thresholds. These conditions increase the sensation of pain, both peripherally and centrally \[[@CR37]\]. Both peripheral and central mechanisms have been identified as contributing to endogenous analgesia during inflammation \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. These endogenous analgesic compounds include opioid peptides, endocannabinoids, somatostatin and antiinflammatory cytokines \[[@CR8], [@CR9], [@CR38], [@CR39]\]. The activation of peripheral nociceptive C and Aδ fibers of primary afferent neurons, by several proinflammatory mediators such as histamine, serotonin, H^+^ and cytokines, gives rise to action potentials that are conducted to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Subsequently, through several neuronal pathways, the nociceptive information can reach the higher brain centers including the thalamus and cortex \[[@CR40]\].

Neuroinflammation and Neurogenic Pain {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------

The term "neurogenic inflammation" defines the inflammatory response observed following the release of proinflammatory mediators from peripheral terminals of activated primary (afferent) sensory neurons \[[@CR41]\]. Mechano-insensitive, but heat- and chemo-sensitive, C nociceptors are responsible for the neurogenic vasodilation in human skin \[[@CR42]\]. These sensory receptors ending in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord release neurotransmitters and neuromodulators in response to peripheral noxious stimuli \[[@CR43]\]. As a result of local depolarization, the nociceptive sensory neurons release proinflammatory mediators in the periphery, which produce vasodilatation and edema. They can recruit and activate immune cells as well as adaptive immune cells, which, together with the mediators released from the immune cells, participate in the phenomenon of neurogenic inflammation \[[@CR41], [@CR44], [@CR45]\]. Calcitonin gene-related peptide, substance P, and several other neuropeptides are the main mediators responsible for the sequence of pathogenic events leading to neurogenic inflammation \[[@CR46]\]. The stimuli influencing neurogenic inflammation activate the transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels and the purinergic (P2X) receptors, which play a crucial role in the development of inflammation and perception of pain. Therefore, ligands to these receptors or drugs able to counteract proinflammatory molecules may represent promising avenues in the management of inflammatory pain. The importance of this topic has been recently reviewed with the focus on chronic degenerative joint pain \[[@CR8]\]. Recent evidence suggests that triggering the combined actions of neurons and immune/vascular cells in the central nervous system (CNS) may be associated with neuronal activity, exhibiting a profile similar to other neuroinflammatory states. The term "neurogenic neuroinflammation" was then proposed to define inflammatory responses triggered by neuronal activity in the CNS. It was postulated that neurogenic neuroinflammation might have useful effects associated with regeneration processes. In this context, maladaptive responses may arise when neurogenic neuroinflammation persists or spreads, becoming markedly relevant in conditions such as pain or epilepsy \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\].

Clinical Conditions of Inflammatory Pain {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------

Acute postoperative pain, initially due to tissue lesions, soon afterward becomes an expression of inflammatory processes activated by the neuromediators and mast cell activity \[[@CR9], [@CR39]--[@CR41]\]. Hence, management of postoperative pain is possible only if its inflammatory component is treated.

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a disorder characterized by the progressive damage of the articular cartilage, associated with new osteophyte formation, mild synovitis and synovial membrane inflammation \[[@CR8]\], where cross-talk between articular cartilage and subchondral bone represents the backbone of joint disease \[[@CR49]\]. Osteoarthritic joints are associated with peripheral and central pain sensitization \[[@CR50]\]. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a progressive inflammatory disease that mainly affects the peripheral joints and often causes the destruction of cartilage and bone \[[@CR51]\]. It is commonly associated with pain and swelling of the small joints. Fibromyalgia, recently suggested as a "nociplastic" pain \[[@CR10]\], seems also caused by a persistent inflammatory condition \[[@CR52]\].

Pharmacologic Approaches to Inflammatory Pain {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------

Pharmacologic treatment of pain is complex and requires specific education and clinical training since there are important clinical considerations that physicians may face in daily practice. To achieve optimal outcomes, prescribing decisions should be individualized to ensure the best match between the drug properties and the patient's characteristics.

Despite the frequency and severity of pain, the available pharmacologic options for pain treatment are not satisfactory, and most of the analgesics currently in use are quite old. Drugs for pain fall into four main categories: (1) weak analgesics, (2) non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), (3) opioids and (4) adjuvant drugs (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Different drugs with different mechanism(s) of action may be combined for enhanced efficacy.Table 4Drugs used in inflammatory pain pharmacologic treatmentWeak analgesicsParacetamolNSAIDsIbuprofen, diclofenac, ketoprofenOpioids Adjuvant drugsAntidepressant, antiepileptic medications, corticosteroids, colchicine, neurotrophine, biologic drugs Analgesic drug combinations

### Weak Analgesics {#Sec9}

After a short discussion on the topic, paracetamol is the most widely used of the "weak analgesics" and hence the only one mentioned in this document. Its mechanism of action has not been elucidated yet. The analgesic and antipyretic actions of paracetamol are comparable to those of aspirin, but paracetamol is devoid of any antiinflammatory activity. In many guidelines, paracetamol is still considered the analgesic of first choice, and it is usually the preferred drug for long-term treatment. A recent review of clinical guidelines for the management of non-specific low back pain pointed out that paracetamol is not recommended as the first-choice analgesic, as it was for many years, and NSAIDs are preferable \[[@CR53]\]. The broad utilization of paracetamol for pain management is mainly due to its allegedly favorable safety profile \[especially on the gastrointestinal (GI) tract\] and low cost. New evidence increasingly points out a cardiovascular (CV) and GI safety concern in addition to the drug's well-documented hepatotoxicity \[[@CR54]\]. Paracetamol is frequently combined with opioids for pain relief, and even if combination products offer beneficial incremental pain relief, available clinical studies have demonstrated that this was not superior to NSAIDs in the control of post-surgery pain and correlated with more adverse events \[[@CR55]\].

Some studies demonstrated that paracetamol is less effective in pain relief compared with antiinflammatory drugs in patients with OA \[[@CR56]--[@CR58]\]. A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial investigated the efficacy of paracetamol in patients with acute low back pain \[[@CR59]\]. No differences between treatments were found for the primary outcome, underlining that paracetamol did not improve recovery compared with placebo. The findings of these studies suggest that weak analgesics might not be important in the management of acute low-back pain and other OA pathologies, especially when an inflammatory component is present. Their results indicated that paracetamol should not be recommended as monotherapy in patients with acute OA. Similarly, a systematic literature review on paracetamol efficacy showed that there are only limited long-term data on paracetamol efficacy in patients with chronic pain; available studies were conducted in OA patients, which supported the negligible efficacy of the treatment \[[@CR60]\]. In line with these data, a recent systematic literature review, specifically designed to evaluate the existing evidence regarding the safety profile of long-term paracetamol assumption, indicated that paracetamol is associated with an increased dose-dependent toxicity at standard analgesic doses \[[@CR54]\]. This includes a dose-response relationship between paracetamol at standard analgesic doses and increasing incidence of mortality, CV, GI and renal adverse events in the general adult population. Consequently, recent National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance for the management of low back pain discourages the use of paracetamol alone as an analgesic drug for this condition \[[@CR61]\].

### NSAIDs {#Sec10}

NSAIDs are considered as first choice and effective drugs for inflammatory pain \[[@CR56], [@CR62], [@CR63]\]. NSAIDs are: (1) analgesic, (2) antipyretic, (3) antiinflammatory and (4) platelet aggregation inhibitors. All actions are mediated by the same mechanism of action: they block prostaglandin production by inhibiting both forms of cyclooxygenase (COX1 and COX2) essential for the synthesis of prostaglandins (PGs) \[[@CR64]\].

NSAIDs represent an important pharmacologic choice in the management of inflammatory pain. This class of drugs includes many compounds with clinically relevant differences regarding efficacy and safety. Among the many NSAIDs available, ibuprofen, diclofenac and ketoprofen remain the most frequently used \[[@CR64]\]. Primary indications for NSAID treatment include postoperative pain, traumatic pain, acute arthritis, RA and other rheumatic disorders. Not all the NSAIDs have the same profile. Specifically, medication-related (i.e., pharmacokinetic properties, spectrum of efficacy against different types of pain) and patient-related (comorbidities, risk factors for potential adverse effects) characteristics need to be considered when choosing the right NSAID for the individual patient.

Ibuprofen is one of the most popular NSAIDs. It is a racemic mixture. R(−)-ibuprofen inhibits leucocyte activation, neural activity and spinal transmission, thus contributing to the effects on inflammatory pain \[[@CR65]\]. Recent evidence from large-scale clinical trials with the newer COX-2 inhibitors (coxibs), where this NSAID served as a comparator, has confirmed earlier studies, showing that ibuprofen has comparable therapeutic benefits as coxibs and non-selective NSAIDs \[[@CR65]\]. Ibuprofen's potential to interfere with the antiplatelet effects of aspirin should enhance the caution in patients treated with aspirin for primary or secondary cardiovascular risk prevention \[[@CR66]\].

Diclofenac has a degree of COX-2 selectivity similar to that of celecoxib. Diclofenac absorption may vary markedly because of potential precipitation under acidic conditions, inter-individual pH variability in the GI tract \[[@CR67]\] and drug formulation, e.g., liquid-filled capsules of diclofenac showed an increased rate and consistency of absorption \[[@CR68]\]. As with other NSAIDs, diclofenac is associated with renal, CV and GI toxicity, which is usually dose dependent. This agent is associated with an increased risk of CV adverse events, including thrombotic events, mainly explained by its COX-2 selectivity similar to coxibs \[[@CR69]\].

Ketoprofen is a chiral 2-arylpropionic acid derivative NSAID with analgesic, antipyretic and antiinflammatory effects widely used for the management of pain associated with rheumatic and traumatic disorders \[[@CR70]\]. Ketoprofen is marketed as a racemic mixture. Only the S-enantiomer is responsible for its most relevant pharmacologic activities. Currently, ketoprofen is available on the market as ketoprofen lysinate. The salification allows for higher solubility than acid ketoprofen. This characteristic is associated with an improved pharmacokinetic profile; in particular after the oral administration of ketoprofen lysine salt, prompter and more complete absorption of the molecule has been observed with a high peak plasma concentration reached after 15 min vs. 60 min after administration of the corresponding free acid \[[@CR70]\]. Furthermore, the improved solubility as well as bioavailability of ketoprofen lysine salt has the particular advantage of reducing the GI toxicity of the molecule, which is responsible for better gastrointestinal safety when used at the recommended dosages. Recent data have also provided clear evidence of its negligible effects on the gastric mucosa \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\].

Not all the NSAIDs have the same efficacy-safety profile. In an old study \[[@CR73]\], the clinical analgesic efficacy in a dental pain model compared the antiinflammatory activity of different NSAIDs. When the clinical efficacy of NSAIDs is plotted against the ratio of antiinflammatory and analgesic activities in experimental models, ketoprofen appears to be the best molecule among the different NSAIDs compared (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These data have been confirmed by a meta-analysis conducted on 13 randomized controlled trials \[[@CR64]\]. The authors found that ketoprofen\'s efficacy in moderate-to-severe pain relief was significantly better compared with subjects on ibuprofen and/or diclofenac.Fig. 1Clinical and experimental evaluation of analgesic and antiinflammatory effects of several NSAIDs. Data extracted from \[[@CR73]\]

Since serious adverse effects may be associated with oral NSAIDs, their long-term use is not recommended. Topical NSAIDs have been shown to be beneficial from both the therapeutic and adverse effect perspectives and are increasingly recommended in treatment guidelines \[[@CR74]\].

### Opioids {#Sec11}

Opioids are considered the most effective analgesics for cancer pain. The evidence is not as compelling for chronic non-cancer pain \[[@CR75]\], even though their prescription has become frequent, especially in the USA, Canada and Australia. Opioids can act at different steps in the inflammatory cascade exerting their activity by binding to opioid receptors \[[@CR76]\]. A review conducted to evaluate opioid efficacy for the treatment of chronic low back pain confirmed their effectiveness in the short term but emphasized the paucity of evidence in the long term \[[@CR77]\]. The European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) recommendations for the management of knee and hip OA underline the usefulness of opioids only when NSAIDs are poorly tolerated or inefficacious \[[@CR78], [@CR79]\]. The most recent NICE guideline for treatment of low back pain recommends: (1) oral NSAIDs for the shortest period of time feasible at the lowest but efficacious dose; (2) the use of a weak opioid in the case of patients who do not respond to or tolerate NSAIDs. The guideline emphasized that the effect of opioids for the treatment of chronic low back pain is too poor to be considered clinically relevant \[[@CR61]\]. In any case, they should always be prescribed wisely \[[@CR22]\].

### Adjuvant Drugs {#Sec12}

Antidepressant drugs: a bidirectional link among inflammation, chronic pain and depression is clear \[[@CR80], [@CR81]\]. Major depressive disorder (MDD) has been indicated to occur with inflammation, and patients suffering from MDD exhibit elevated levels of cytokines associated with inflammation. Proinflammatory agents appear to induce depression \[[@CR82]\], and, conversely, a meta-analysis reported that antiinflammatory treatment reduced depressive symptoms \[[@CR83]\]. Antidepressant drugs exert a broad range of pharmacologic actions and, in addition, may exert an antiinflammatory effect \[[@CR84], [@CR85]\].

Antiepileptic medications are frequently used as adjuvants for chronic painful conditions; in particular, they address neuropathic pain \[[@CR86]\]. Many antiepileptic drugs have been demonstrated to be efficacious in the treatment of post- herpetic neuralgia and the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia, conditions with an inflammatory component \[[@CR87]\]. Pregabalin demonstrated an antinociceptive effect in rats with facial inflammatory pain \[[@CR88]\], but also in painful neuropathic conditions and fibromyalgia \[[@CR89]\].

Corticosteroids are often used to treat painful conditions, including, but not limited to, inflammatory pain \[[@CR90]\]. The EULAR guidelines recommend corticosteroids as a safe and effective alternative for treating pain associated with crystal-induced arthritic conditions when NSAIDs are not well tolerated \[[@CR91]\].

Colchicine is a natural antimitotic alkaloid extensively used to treat gout. As part of the inflammatory response, microtubules are formed, which generate inflammatory mediators \[[@CR92]\]. Hence, colchicine can be an effective treatment to reduce pain and inflammation of crystal-induced arthritis associated with intense inflammatory processes triggered by crystal deposits in the synovial tissues \[[@CR92]\]. Colchicine also downregulates multiple proinflammatory pathways \[[@CR93], [@CR94]\]. Pretreatment with colchicine blocks the processing of interleukin 1-beta (IL-1β), although colchicine does not affect the activation of IL-1β via extracellular adenosine diphosphate (ATP), which suggests that colchicine acts upstream of inflammasome activation \[[@CR95]\].

Neurotrophin (NTP) is marketed in Asia for managing chronic painful conditions associated with inflammation and acts by suppressing descending pain pathways, although the exact mechanism of action remains to be elucidated. It has been hypothesized that NTP works by suppressing inflammatory signaling and cell death pathways that had been induced by IL-1β and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) in liver cells \[[@CR96]\].

Biologic drugs: IL-1 blockage with biologic drugs may help inflammatory pain management. Anakirna, an IL-1 receptor antagonist, significantly reduced gout pain 3 days after initial injection \[[@CR97]\]. Rilonacept and canakinumab are also IL-1 inhibitors that have been effective in reducing the inflammatory pain associated with gout \[[@CR98]\]. Recent discoveries underline the importance of early treatment of OA with monoclonal antibodies (mAb), known as disease-modifying anti-OA drugs (DMOAD) \[[@CR99]--[@CR102]\]. Nerve growth factor (NGF) appears to play a role in pain signaling associated with OA. MAbs that might target NGF include tanezumab, fulranumab and bevacizumab \[[@CR97]\]. Future clinical trials are needed to assess the clinical efficacy of these agents with focus on targeting specific phenotypes.

### Analgesic Drug Combinations {#Sec13}

Despite the availability of numerous pharmacologic options, the treatment of pain remains unsatisfactory mainly because of the burden of adverse events and to the heterogeneity of disease \[[@CR103]\]. Research on the optimal use and combination of existing drugs represents a useful approach to more effective pain management. Combining drugs might be useful in that the single drugs can be administered at lower doses than in monotherapy, and, moreover, combination of two or more drugs belonging to different classes may increase therapeutic effects. The combination of codeine plus paracetamol did not show any superiority over NSAIDs in the treatment of postoperative inflammatory pain \[[@CR55]\]. The option of combining an effective NSAID with weak opioids represents a valuable alternative \[[@CR104]\]. Fixed dose combination of tramadol and dexketoprofen has recently been demonstrated advantageous in head-to-head comparison with the combination of tramadol and paracetamol \[[@CR105]\].

Peripheral Versus Central Mechanisms of Currently Available Analgesics {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Different cellular and molecular pathways are involved in the development of different types of pain. Some of these mechanisms can operate both alone or in combination, resulting in different types of pain \[[@CR106]\]. Analgesic drugs may have both peripheral and central activity. For instance, opioids exert their analgesic and antiinflammatory activity at both the peripheral and central level \[[@CR107]\].

The antinociceptive effect of NSAIDs is mainly associated with their common mechanism of action, the inhibition of COX-mediated prostaglandin synthesis \[[@CR56], [@CR64], [@CR108]\]. Inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis at both at the peripheral and central levels by NSAIDs is associated with the normalization of the pain threshold, which may have been elevated because of inflammation. Several factors are involved in the extent of the contribution of peripheral and central mechanisms to the global NSAID antinociceptive action comprising: (1) the physical-chemical characteristics of the selected NSAID; (2) the site of the target of NSAID action; (3) the NSAID uptake and disposition at the target site.

To study the effect of a molecule inside the brain, it is important to evaluate its concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) showing that the drug has crossed the blood-brain barrier (BBB). However, the NSAID levels in human CSF have not been comprehensively evaluated \[[@CR109]\]. Hence, only few data on the NSAID levels in the CNS have been published. Recently, some data appeared on the cerebrospinal fluid distribution of dexketoprofen and etoricoxib \[[@CR110]\]. Ketoprofen, like other NSAIDs, exerts its action at the peripheral and central sites by inhibiting both nitric oxide (NO) and COX synthase in the brain \[[@CR111], [@CR112]\]. Gynther et al. \[[@CR113]\] assessed the brain uptake of ketoprofen-lysine and demonstrated a more rapid ketoprofen-lysine brain uptake compared with ketoprofen. These results confirm that the salification of ketoprofen furthers a more rapid cross of the BBB. Moreover, ketoprofen lysine salt reaches its maximum plasma peak rapidly, concomitantly with its presence in the CNS \[[@CR113]\]. This particular rapidity in crossing the BBB explains the rapid onset of action well recognized for ketoprofen lysine salt compared with the acid ketoprofen and other NSAIDs. The overall antinociceptive action of these compounds may show a more pronounced central component compared with other NSAIDs due to specific pharmacokinetic characteristics. This hypothesis is supported by a recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study aimed at assessing the cerebral response to ibuprofen in pre-/postsurgical states \[[@CR114]\].

Safety Aspects in At-Risk Patients {#Sec15}
----------------------------------

Although NSAIDs are characterized by well-documented efficacy, their use is associated with different adverse effects including the CV and GI system, skin, liver and kidneys \[[@CR53], [@CR56]\]. The most common are on the GI system. The identification of factors that might predict the risk of GI complications associated with NSAIDs is crucial \[[@CR115]\]. Among the documented risk factors, the most relevant are age and a history of peptic ulcer, together with the characteristics of the drugs (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Coxibs have a better upper GI safety profile than traditional NSAIDs \[[@CR115], [@CR116]\]. There are data on higher risk factors of GI bleeding for racemic ketoprofen compared with other traditional NSAIDs \[[@CR117]\]. These data may be affected by dosages. In fact, in the referred study ketoprofen was frequently used at dosages higher than recommended (≥ 200 mg/day) \[[@CR118]\]. For ketoprofen, GI toxicity is dose-related in a non-linear fashion, and for this reason it is important to administer the drug within the therapeutic dosage \[[@CR119]\]. Further insights into the GI risk associated with NSAID use were gained from a multicenter case-control study including 2813 cases of upper GI bleeding in adult patients and 7193 matched controls \[[@CR120]\]. For the first time, it has been clearly demonstrated that GI risk was strictly correlated with the individual drug and its dose. Doses of ibuprofen ≥ 1800 mg showed a higher GI risk compared with a reduced dosage between 1200 and 1799 mg; in the same way, a ketoprofen dose ≤ 200 mg appeared to be less gastro-toxic than previously thought.Fig. 2Risk factors for NSAID-associated GI effects, including the relative risk (RR), were different for several NSAIDs. Redrawn from: 1. Salvo et al. \[[@CR115]\]; 2. Castellsague et al. \[[@CR117]\]. *GI* gastrointestinal, *NSAID* non-steroidal antiinflammatory drug, *RR* relative risk, *SSRI* selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor

Safety of analgesics represents an important aspect in the treatment of pain. Treatment nonadherence is a frequent problem in patients with pain \[[@CR121]\], and the safety of drugs has resulted a reason of primary importance affecting compliance to prescribed therapy \[[@CR122], [@CR123]\]. Since the GI toxicity observed with NSAID use still represents one of the main limitations in the management of pain, many studies have focused on the investigation of potential gastro-protective effects of specific NSAID formulations. Available preclinical and clinical studies described the key role of dietary amino acids including lysine in the prevention of intestinal disease and maintenance of the gut integrity \[[@CR124]\]. An old preclinical study established a significant decrease of gastric ulcers in the group treated with ketoprofen lysine salt compared with the group of animals treated with the free acid, demonstrating better gastric tolerability of ketoprofen lysine salt vs. ketoprofen \[[@CR125]\]. These data have never been denied. To elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying this interesting gastro-protective effect of the [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine ketoprofen, Cimini et al. \[[@CR71]\] studied the effects of [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine alone and associated with ketoprofen in an ethanol-gastric injury model, comparing these effects with those obtained with ketoprofen. They demonstrated that [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine in the ketoprofen molecule has a potent antioxidant effect, counteracts the increase of malondialdehyde (MDA) ethanol-induced inhibition and stimulates the production of endogenous gastro-protective proteins, showing a strong synergic effect between [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine and ketoprofen \[[@CR71]\]. Recent data from the same group have demonstrated that ketoprofen per se is responsible for a safer response of the gastric epithelium compared with ibuprofen \[[@CR72]\]. Moreover, these results confirm that the protective effect exerted by lysine is associated with a marked regulation of oxidative stress signals, suggesting its better safety profile in patients with compromised gastric mucosa or more prone to experience a gastric mucosa injury \[[@CR72]\].

A significant increased risk of upper GI bleeding has been observed with the concurrent use of non-selective NSAIDs or low-dose aspirin, but not coxibs, with aldosterone antagonists, anticoagulants and corticosteroids. However, the pharmacodynamic interactions between NSAIDs and low-dose aspirin may not be classified as class effect because not all NSAIDs interact with aspirin to the same extent. To date, only individual studies with heterogeneous designs are available. These studies suggest that the adverse interaction between individual NSAIDs and aspirin is subjected to molecular differences among compounds. In this context, recent reviews analyzed the drug-drug interactions between different NSAIDs and aspirin \[[@CR126]--[@CR128]\]. Ketoprofen does not interfere with antiplatelet activity, while ibuprofen and naproxen inhibit aspirin's antiplatelet effect \[[@CR127], [@CR128]\]. For this reason, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends that at least 8 h pass after ibuprofen ingestion before taking aspirin.

During the last years, the global adverse event profile of antiinflammatory drugs has been revised with particular focus on the adverse CV events observed with coxibs \[[@CR56]\]. Recent data suggest that at least some non-selective NSAIDs may also increase the CV risk \[[@CR129]\]. Among the traditional non-selective NSAIDs, minor differences in the CV safety profile have been observed and currently remain a central question for regulatory agencies and clinicians. When the CV safety issue is raised among NSAID users, it is important to pay attention to the duration and frequency of treatment. The risk of CV adverse events is small over a short period of treatment. In observational studies, the rates for adverse CV events are often lower than rates reported in randomized clinical trials (RCTs) because NSAID use in everyday practice is not as regular as it is in RCTs. Some drugs have a better safety profile, while others are more dangerous, especially when used at higher dosages. As a consequence, the FDA recommends that NSAIDs should be used at the lowest efficacious dose and for the shortest period of time \[[@CR130]\].

A large study funded by the European Commission has been designed with the aim to assess CV safety in NSAIDs to develop novel treatment decision models \[[@CR131]\]. The report of this study evaluated individual NSAIDs regarding acute myocardial infarction, heart failure and ischemic cerebrovascular accident presenting relative risk estimates and relative risks obtained from the included meta-analyses. Among the selected NSAIDs, ketoprofen, followed by meloxicam, celecoxib and naproxen, showed the lowest relative risk for ischemic cerebrovascular accidents.

A Danish nationwide case-time control study has investigated the association between NSAIDs and cardiac arrest \[[@CR132]\]. The use of nonselective NSAIDs was related to an augmented risk of cardiac arrest in ibuprofen and diclofenac users. This finding was not detected in coxib or naproxen users. This study is affected by important flaws because of its limited documentation. Among others, it reports that 11% of people with cardiac arrest were using NSAIDs, but does not compare it with NSAID users in the general Danish population. In other words, if the actual use of NSAIDs in the normal population were \> 11%, the study might suggest that NSAID use reduces the incidence of cardiac arrest.

A case-population study conducted in seven countries evaluated the association between NSAID population event rates and acute liver failure leading to transplantation in adult subjects exposed to paracetamol or an NSAID within 30 days before the onset of clinical symptoms \[[@CR133]\]. Event rates per million treatment-years were 1.59 for all NSAIDs, while for individual NSAIDs were 2.3, 1.9, 1.6 and 1.6 for ibuprofen, nimesulide, diclofenac and ketoprofen, respectively. The rate for acute liver failure leading to transplantation was two-fold higher in patients exposed to therapeutic doses of paracetamol versus NSAIDs users \[[@CR133]\]. This is the first study documenting that paracetamol, known to be a hepatotoxic drug at supra-therapeutic levels, is associated with a risk higher than NSAIDs even at recommended dosages.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

Inflammatory pain is a complex condition characterized by multiple mechanisms. Current knowledge of pain mechanisms and how they relate to different treatment options in the medical community needs improvement. The panel of experts reached specific considerations on inflammatory pain management. Existing pain guidelines must offer clinicians updated recommendations by considering evolving areas of clinical practice commonly available or novel to the practice community with particular focus on the multiple mechanisms involved in inflammatory pain. Physicians should realize that inflammatory pain is not limited to nociception and that non-nociceptive and central mechanisms are also key components of inflammatory pain. Additionally, recent data suggest that the triggering of combined actions of neurons and immune/vascular cells in the CNS may be associated with neuronal activity and possess a profile similar to other neuroinflammatory conditions. This process has been described as "neurogenic neuroinflammation" to define inflammatory responses triggered by neuronal activity. The unmet clinical needs of patients with inflammatory pain are evident, and greater agreement about the optimal treatment strategy for this condition is necessary with a focus on the individual patient's characteristics and the type of pain.

The pharmacologic treatment of pain requires specific education and training. To achieve optimal outcomes, drug choices should be individualized to guarantee the best match between the characteristics of the patient and the properties of the medication. In this context, the main characteristics of the ideal analgesic are:Good efficacyReasonable safetyRapid onset of actionDurable effectEase of administrationEasy to handle and well toleratedNo tolerance and no risk for abuse/dependenceMinimal potential for drug-to-drug interactionsLow cost, high benefit.

Among the many available pharmacologic options, paracetamol is not indicated in inflammatory pain, being devoid of any antiinflammatory action. NSAIDs are effective and frequently used medications. However, it is important to consider potential risks when prescribing these drugs, particularly in the elderly and patients at elevated GI or CV risk. In patients with both these risks, a non-selective NSAID alone may be suitable, and low doses for a short-duration treatment should be preferred to manage moderate-to-severe pain. For patients with low CV risk and high GI risk, a COX-2 selective inhibitor or non-selective-NSAID combined with a PPI are associated with comparable safety on the upper GI tract. Based on the recent evidence, it appears that in clinical manifestations of inflammatory pain, such as low back pain and OA, a non-selective NSAID should be preferred over certain analgesics such as paracetamol; moreover, among NSAIDs, salified NSAIDs, such as ketoprofen with lysine, were demonstrated to have a favorable balance between efficacy and safety.

Looking at the future, new modalities to block the inflammatory process should be studied. The well-known antagonism of COX, with its efficacy and safety profile, should not remain a limited possibility for the clinicians involved in the treatment of inflammatory pain. Other aspects of the inflammatory cascade should become a target for new drugs and potentially block the inflammatory process and its consequences on the tissues. In this respect, it seems that the antagonism of the C5aR and/or the mast cells would be promising, especially for neuroinflammation \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. The future should reserve interesting surprises for physicians and guarantee a safer approach to patients with inflammatory pain.

Conclusions {#Sec17}
===========

Despite the availability of several analgesic options, the effective treatment of inflammatory pain is still a challenge for clinicians, and the balance between efficacy and safety aspects remains both crucial and difficult. Emerging evidence on the multiple mechanisms of inflammatory pain has given rise to a multimodal approach to treatment. NSAIDs represent an important prescribing choice in the management of inflammatory pain, raising up the need to re-evaluate the recommendations in the clinical practice guidelines.

Revised guidelines are essential to support clinicians in selecting more efficacious and safe treatment options for inflammatory pain. New and high-quality evidence is required to implement more specific and updated recommendations to improve treatment of inflammatory pain. It is now time to start with a specific process aimed at offering patients with inflammatory pain the safest and most cost-effective therapeutic options, thus preventing serious adverse effects that could affect quality of life and resource use in inflammatory pain patients. We believe that the recommendations presented in this article are a step in the right direction.
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